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Subword Visualization

Prosody Visualization

Note Pitch: font-weight, baseline shift, x-height

Note Duration: font-width

Red-highlight: rhyming phoneme

Background yellow highlighter: portion poem the Carroll changed.

Neologism Visualization

High x-height letters: letters Carroll added (or modified) in the word e.g. oo on beauootiful

Low x-height letters: letters Carroll removed from word e.g. er on dinner
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Words and Word Pairs (1)

ALICE CHARACTER EMOTIONS

ALICE CHARACTER FREQUENCY

ALICE CHARACTER TIMELINES

ALICE CHARACTER SENTIMENT

Extracted by NLP based on emotion lexicon analysis of words close to characters

Extracted by NLP based on sentiment of words close to characters
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Words and Word Pairs (2)

ALICE TOP BIGRAMS

ALICE TOP FIVE ADVERBS PER CHARACTER
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First word of bigram is on left. Second word of bigram on right, weighted by frequency. 



Words and Word Pairs (3)

ALICE CHARACTER RANKING 50



Sentences and paragraphs (1)
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52ALICE REPEATED WORD PAIRS AND PHRASES

ALICE WORD SEQUENCES

Above: Railway diagram for text sequences. 

Below: Kelp-fusion / Poemage-like highlights and 

connections between repeated word sequences.



Sentences and Paragraphs (2)
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Modifying text layout to indicate repeated words.



Sentences and Paragraphs (3)
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Properties per 

chapter, as indicated 

by length of bold, 

length of underline, or 

length of bar and bar 

color. 



Sentences and Paragraphs (4)
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Dialogue from one 

character to another. 

Color indicates 

repeated word sets 

spoken by character –

note word sets can 

vary the word order, 

such as logical 

inversions. 
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Full text of 

Alice’s 

Adventures in 

Wonderland, 

with 

extracted 

text 

landmarks in 

red 

underneath, 

and yellow 

chapter titles 

further 

below.



Document (2)58

Full text of Alice’s Adventures 

in Wonderland, with 

quotations from the Internet

enlarged. Most frequently 

quoted text is the largest.
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